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Summary: Newly released topographic image atlas of Phobos was processed with our DEM-based and optical-based crater detection algorithms. The result is a new catalogue of 504 Phobos impact craters.

Introduction: The volume of acquired data increases significantly with each new planetary mission. In lunar and planetary science, some of the most studied features are impact craters. This justifies the expectations that crater detection algorithms (CDAs) will play an important role in methods of processing and interpreting large amounts of data. An overview of 112 CDA-related publications from numerous authors is given in two recent papers [1, 2]. The capability of processing global datasets for a complete lunar or planetary body has so far been demonstrated only by three DEM-based CDAs [3, 4, 5], and the capability of constructing global catalogues as well by only two [4, 5]. In recent work on one of the largest catalogues of Martian impact craters MA130301GT [2], we used CDAs developed in our previous work [5, 6] and improved evaluation methodologies [2] in comparison with the initial version [1], particularly the advanced crater registration. There is only one more complete catalogue which contains 288 993 craters [7]. In this work, we used our DEM-based [5, 8] and optical-based CDAs [6], together with previously developed methodology [2], in order to create the first global catalogue of Phobos craters.

Datasets and Methods: Used datasets and developed methods are as follows:

Datasets: We used newly released topographic image atlas of Phobos [9], including global DEM upscaled in 1/4° resolution and global optical image mosaic in 1/16° resolution.

Re-projection of datasets and craters’ coordinates. We used this method to convert the entire DEM and optical global datasets, including crater locations, so that the geographical North and South Poles are rotated on the equator of the new coordinate system. With such an approach, we provided systematic processing of the entire planetary body.

Crater detection algorithms. In the first step, we used our DEM-based CDA in combination with Phobos 1/4° DEM. Used interpolation-based CDA is based on previous work [5], and relies on a specially developed interpolation method [8], which is suitable for detection of small craters. In the second step, we used our optical-based CDA [6] in combination with Phobos optical datasets, in resolutions 1/4° (downsampled from 1/8°), 1/8° (downsampled from 1/16°) and 1/16°.

Automated tiles generation and import of results. For optical-based CDA, tiles were generated [2] with 512x512 pixels each, and with an overlap of 25% between adjacent tiles. Tiles were generated for latitude ranges of 64°N–63.75°S (for 1/4°), 56°N–55.875°S (for 1/8°), 52°N–51.9375°S (for 1/16°), in order to cover the complete planetary body by our processing. The resulting crater-candidates were imported using the same methodology from previous work [2].

Manual verification of crater-candidates. Each crater-candidate is either (as described in recent work [2]): (1) rejected; or (2) corrected (coordinates and diameter) before inclusion into the catalogue.

Results: As shown in Fig. 1, DEM-based CDA [5, 8] successfully detected all larger impact craters, resulting in the initial catalogue of 47 largest craters. Four named craters not covered in this step, and available on maps from [9], were added manually. As shown in Fig. 2, optical-based CDA [6] successfully detected 453 additional craters, resulting in the new catalogue of 504 Phobos impact craters (PH504GT).

Conclusion: Phobos, a small asteroid-like moon presented a challenge for CDAs previously developed for Mars. This led to larger number of false detections than in previous work. Despite these problems, our CDAs were used successfully for cataloguing Phobos craters, the subject of the only previous work on CDAs for detection of craters on asteroids [10].

Figure 1: Standard (right) and rotated (left) view of 1/4° Phobos DEM and the processed output of our DEM-based CDA [5, 8]. In addition to 47 accepted crater-candidates we added 4 named craters manually.

Figure 2: Standard (top) and rotated (bottom) view of 1/16° Phobos optical global image mosaic and the processed output of our optical-based CDA [6]. In addition to previous 51 craters (green), there are 453 new entries (yellow). The resulting global catalogue of Phobos craters (PHS04GT) contains 504 (15 named) craters.